"For me, the best thing about my work is when it resonates with people."
Christine Stegmann goes wild with her first own fashion brand – MYINTOX. The
label combines high standards and quality with loving attention to detail. And that
is exactly what you see and feel in every unique piece from MYINTOX.
Who does not want to own a high-end designer fashion piece? But often these are
simply too expensive. It was the same for Christine Stegmann, owner and principal
at MYINTOX. Having fallen in love with the cuts and creations by renowned
designer brands she also wanted to own a classic elegant designer sweater. Since
the high-priced luxury versions were out of question, she searched for a possibility
of creating similar sweaters through own enterprise and creativity. This is how
MYINTOX started.
Over the past 2 years, this power woman invested a lot of love, hard work and
highest expectations in her own exclusive fashion: say it with love. Say it with
fashion. Say it with MYINTOX.
The MYINTOX brand
MYINTOX is different. MYINTOX is wild. MYINTOX, that is you. Because this
fashion brand is not for a specific type of person, but for everybody. With this
vision, lots of sensitivity and many sleepless nights, Christine Stegmann created
the world of MYINTOX. Each of these nature-inspired unique pieces was created
with elaborate detailing. All products are sustainable and fair wear.The materials
come from organic sustainable sources and are fashioned into wonderful creations
under fair manufacturing methods. Fashion designer Christine Stegmann has
invested lots of love into every piece and created a collection for the self-conscious
fashionista of today: inexpensive and luxurious at the same time.
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Intox yourself with MYINTOX
The collection consists of high-quality, sustainably produced cashmere and cotton
sweaters, extravagant fair-trade T-shirts and sweatshirts made of organic cotton
and recycled polyester with vegan certification. In addition, matching accessories,
which are of course also manufactured according to fair standards. The name
MYINTOX stands for intoxication. For the intoxicating joy of fashion. And this joy
everyone can put into their own wardrobe with MYINTOX.
MYINTOX: inspired by nature
The love for nature is not only displayed in each of the high-quality unique pieces,
but founder Christine Stegmann also shows this love through her support for
endangered species. For example, through regular donations. The two fashion
lines “African Wilderness” and “Asian Beauty” of the capsule collection are based
on stylish animal prints, which have been inspired by and created for nature.
But this is only the beginning: the first wild, crazy and still classic styles will be
followed by many more. So stay tuned! And let MYINTOX abduct you into the city
jungle.
MYINTOX cashmere comes mainly from the highlands, which gives our products
extraordinary smoothness and exclusivity. Some of our sweaters consist of 30%
cashmere and 70% wool, but due to the high quality of the cashmere they are
softer and smoother than many sweaters made from 100% cashmere. Less is often
more in this case and more sustainable.
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Especially the animal motives jump at you immediately…
Yes, our stitcheries and applications are manufactured with great technical finesse
and in some cases in hours-long manual labor, meaning that many of our products
are truly handcrafted unique pieces.
And what makes MYINTOX different from other labels?
The interplay of exceptional animal designs, quality and sustainability.
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